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	General Purpose Controllers
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                        Digital thermostat for heating or cooling action with built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller, with built in RS485, for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller, with built in RS485, for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost, additional configurable relay and built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost, additional configurable relay and built in RS485
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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for MEDIUM and LOW TEMPERATURE
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. refrigerated applications with electrical or hot gas defrost function and built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. refrigerated applications with electrical or hot gas defrost function and built in RS485
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. refrigerated applications  with electrical or hot gas defrost function, auxiliary relay  and built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. ventilated applications with door switch capability and built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. ventilated applications with door switch capability and built in RS485
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay and built in RS485
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay and built in RS485
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay and built in RS485 for use with slave unit XR40SL
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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	[image: ]	[bookmark: 219]	[image: ]	[bookmark: ctg_219]MULTIFUNCTION CONTROLLERS with RS485 OUTPUT and REAL TIME CLOCK
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                        Digital controller for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost, additional configurable relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for N.T. with "off cycle" defrost, additional configurable relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock 
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. ventilated applications with door switch capability, light relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock
                        

                        D: 4 DIN Rail mounting
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                        Digital controller for M.T. and L.T. for ventilated applications with door switch capability, auxiliary relay, built in RS485 and internal real time clock for use with slave unit XR40SL
                        

                        C: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Slave module for XR172C and XR572C controllers
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